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Abstract This paper discusses a particular issue in the
context of disappearing computing, namely, user
mobility. Mobile users may carry with them a variety of
wireless gadgets while being immersed in a physical
environment encompassing numerous computing de-
vices. In such a situation, it is most likely that the
number and type of devices may dynamically vary dur-
ing interactions. The Voyager development framework
supports the implementation of ambient dialogues, i.e.,
dynamically distributed user Interfaces, which exploit,
on-the-fly, the wireless devices available at a given point
in time. This paper describes the Voyager implementa-
tion, focusing on: device discovery and registry archi-
tecture, device-embedded software implementation,
ambient dialogue style and corresponding software
toolkit development, and a method for dynamic inter-
face adaptation, ensuring dialogue state persistence.
Additionally, this paper presents two ambient dialogue
applications developed using Voyager, namely, a game
and a navigator.

Keywords Wearable interfaces Æ Ambient dialogues Æ
Dynamic user interface composition Æ Adaptive
interaction Æ Abstract dialogue elements

1 Introduction

One key dimension of user mobility, in a disappearing
computer context, concerns the provision of high-qual-
ity, unobtrusive, and fault-tolerant dialogues for typical
computer-based applications. The work presented in this
paper addresses a scenario according to which the basic

computing machine is a pocket-size portable processing
unit (PPU), without interaction-related input/output
(I/O) hardware, where all interaction takes place
dynamically with wireless devices, which can be either
wearable (optional) or part of the surrounding envi-
ronment infrastructure.

This design scenario is formulated in more detail in
the next section, followed by an analytic account of the
basic user interface (UI) implementation requirements,
which need to be satisfied by development tools, so as to
turn this scenario into a real working system. As a
subsequent step, the top-level tool requirements are
identified, putting forward the need for appropriate
programming support, so as to enable software devel-
opers to effectively and easily address the implementa-
tion of dynamic ambient interactions.

1.1 The target scenario

The user carries a very small processing unit, e.g., the
size of a credit card, with an embedded operating system
(e.g., Linux) and wireless short-range radio networking
(e.g., BlueTooth). Additionally, the user may optionally
collect any number of wearable wireless gadgets. Once
the ‘‘on’’ button of the processing unit is pressed, the
system boots, and then seeks for within-range devices
capable of hosting interactions. When such devices are
detected, they are appropriately employed to support
interactions. At some point, some devices go out of
range (i.e., they are ‘‘lost’’), and the system tries to use
the rest of the available devices to maintain interaction;
if the available devices do not suffice, the dialogue is
considered as ‘‘stalled.’’ When new devices become
within range (i.e., they are ‘‘discovered’’), the system
tries to engage those devices in interactions, either to
resume dialogue from a stalled state, or to further
optimize it by offering a better interaction alternative.
This notion of mobile interaction is illustrated in Fig. 1,
which depicts two layers of dynamically engaged inter-
action-capable devices. There is an inner layer of
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wearable devices, which the user may or may not carry,
depending on the situation. Wearable devices are not
anticipated to vary ‘‘on-the-move’’ as frequently as
environment devices. The outer layer contains ambient/
environment devices, i.e., the particular set of devices
falling inside a wireless communication range for the
user’s PPU. Those devices will normally vary according
to the user’s spatial location.

The primary motivation for the reported work is
based on the vision that the future computing platforms
will not constitute monolithic ‘‘all-power-in-one’’ de-
vices, but will likely support open interconnectivity,
enabling users to combine the facilities offered by dis-
tinct devices on-the-fly. Physically distributed devices
may be either wearable or available within the ambient
infrastructure (either stationary or mobile), and may be
connected via a wireless communication link for easier
deployment. Operationally, each such device will play a
specific role by exposing different processing capabilities
or functions, such as character display, pointing,
graphics, audio playback, speech synthesis, storage,
network access, etc. From the hardware point of view,
such devices may be wrist watches, earphones, public
displays, home appliances, office equipment, car elec-
tronics, sunglasses, ATMs, etc.

To allow the dynamic engagement and coordination
of such computing devices, a central management and
control point is needed, which should be reconfigured,
adapted, and fine-tuned by the end user. Small PPUs
with embedded client applications, supporting on-the-fly
device employment, are a particularly promising infra-
structure for such dynamically formed ambient com-
puting clusters. The applications running on such
portable machines should be state-safe regarding failures
or disconnections of externally utilized devices, while
simultaneously offering comprehensive facilities to the
end user for the management of alternative device-
composition configurations. The technical challenges for
service-oriented composition depends on whether it
concerns internal processing services or UI elements. In
this context, the reported work addresses the issue of
dynamic composition from UI micro-services hosted by
dynamically engaged devices. Some of the foreseen key
application domains which would benefit greatly from

this approach are infomobility and navigation, intelli-
gent office environments, smart homes, and mobile
entertainment.

1.2 Basic implementation requirements for ambient
resources

To make the previous generic scenario implementa-
tionally feasible, various development-oriented prereq-
uisites emerge concerning the type of software embedded
and running on each ambient device. Those prerequisites
reflect the demands of the client software, i.e., the one
implementing interaction, to remotely and dynamically
drive ambient devices, via methods to: discover, recog-
nize, grant, control, and release such devices ‘‘on-the-
fly.’’

– Discovery mechanism. It should be possible to discover
ambient devices by relying on proximity consider-
ations (i.e., only devices close to the user are consid-
ered). For devices supporting BlueTooth, discovery at
the basic device address level is possible via the built-
in ‘‘inquiry scan’’ mechanism of the host control
interface implementation.

– Query protocol. Client programs should be able to
establish connections with discovered devices and
communicate in a standard manner to request further
information, such as device type (e.g., a ‘‘wrist watch
device’’) and interaction-specific (UI) elementary
services potentially offered by devices (e.g., ‘‘four
programmable buttons and one text display’’).

– Control protocol. Client programs, once they obtain
information on the elementary UI services offered by
a discovered device, must be able to establish a con-
nection, grant use, control, release use, and close a
connection with any elementary UI service.

1.3 Implementation support requirements

Once the basic implementation requirements for ambi-
ent resources are met, the challenges to be addressed by
a client programmer are still numerous. The dynamic

Fig. 1 The two layers of
dynamically engaged ambient
computing resources in mobile
interactions
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characteristics of device engagement and disengagement
during mobile interaction, as well as the potential variety
of UI services embedded in ambient devices, turn the
dialogue control implementation into a highly complex
task. Additionally, the need to support high-quality,
fault-tolerant, and state-persistent ambient dialogues
further complicates the overall programming effort. In
this context, the following key requirements for software
tools aiming to support the implementation of ambient
dialogues are put forward:

– Deliver an explicit implemented ambient dialogue style.
Since the elementary UI services of ambient devices
constitute very low-level interaction primitives, there
is a need for a common consistent interface style, so as
to make resulting interactions practically usable. This
implies the design and implementation of a ‘‘look-
and-feel’’ analogy in the form of a concrete software
toolkit library [16]. Similarly to existing toolkits for
graphical interactions, the set of composite dialogue
entities comprising the interface style are actually the
implemented software elements constituting such a
software toolkit, as opposed to providing for pro-
grammers merely a library of low-level application
programming interfaces (APIs) for the elementary UI
services. The latter solution would not be optimal, as
it will require that programmers craft, from scratch,
every type of composite interface element.

– Hide and automate dynamic ambient dialogue adapta-
tion. While ambient dialogues are performed, new
devices may be discovered, or devices currently em-
ployed in interactions may be lost. To cater for such
typical scenarios, the software should dynamically
adapt by reconfiguring to optimally use the available
set of ambient devices at any point in time. It is crucial
that programmers are relieved from such dynamic
interface reconfiguration. Instead, the software
implementation tool must transparently and auto-
matically manage the latter behavior.

1.4 Overview

This paper presents the Voyager UI development
framework, which supports the effective and efficient
programming of ambient dialogues, and two developed
applications: (a) the City Guide navigation application;
(b) the Break Out game application. The Voyager
framework consists of three logical components (see
Fig. 2):

– The client development library, which supports the
implementation of interactive applications with
ambient dialogues. Such applications, and a couple of
special-purpose servers to be elaborated later, will run
on the PPU.

– The device development library, which supports the
implementation of the software query and control
logic to be embedded in ambient devices.

– The standard device library, a comprehensive set of
implemented query and control software components,
for a large variety of ambient device categories.

The Voyager framework has been developed in the
context of the 2WEAR project (IST-2000-25286, see
acknowledgments), ‘‘A Runtime for Adaptive and
Extensible Wireless Wearables,’’ funded under the Dis-
appearing Computer Initiative of the Future and
Emerging Technologies (FET) activity, of the Informa-
tion Society Technologies (IST) research program. The
2WEAR project had a duration of three years, starting
from January 2001 and being very successfully com-
pleted in December 2003. The Voyager framework
implements the run-time support for adaptive and
dynamically extensible interface delivery in the context
of wireless device infrastructures.

The wireless technology adopted in the 2WEAR
project is BlueTooth (BT), and, in particular, the BlueZ
Linux distribution, available from http://bluez.source-
forge.net/, which is the official Linux BT stack imple-
mentation. The PPU (see Fig. 3) running embedded
Linux has been developed for the 2WEAR project by
MASC Ltd., a partner of the 2WEAR project.

The Voyager framework will be illustrated by dis-
cussing its software components, together with the cor-
responding key software design characteristics, that
make Voyager an appropriate tool for the development
of ambient dialogue applications. More specifically, the
following will be discussed:

– The implementation structure of embedded software
for ambient devices, as well as for the UI services
offered by each device.

– The communication protocol for querying ambient
device capabilities and controlling the device UI ser-
vices.

– The standard library of implemented ambient devices
and their corresponding UI services. While for most
of the device categories the embedded software had to
be wrapped up in GUI simulations of the actual
physical device, one special-purpose wearable device,
i.e., a wrist watch, was implemented by MASC Ltd.
for the 2WEAR project by embedding within it the
Voyager query and control software [15].

Fig. 2 Overview of the Voyager framework components and their
role in the development of ambient dialogues
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– The specifically designed ambient dialogue style,
together with the run-time software architecture,
effectively allows the dynamic employment of run-
time-variant UI services. Additionally, the power of
the designed style in implementing additional,
composite interaction behaviors will be shown.

– The Application Manager, which is a special-purpose
application of the Voyager framework, enables users
to easily manage the execution of normal client
applications. Its role is to allow users to run, switch
between, and terminate client application instances.

– The auxiliary helper servers running locally on the
PPU side and their key role.

– The City Guide and Break Out applications in detail,
illustrated through snapshots of selected dialogue
sessions.

1.5 Contributions and limitations

The reported work reflects various innovative results for
the general domain of personal and ubiquitous com-
puting, and in particular, for distributed ambient inter-
actions. However, there are still various open issues to
be addressed, requiring further in-depth investigation
and extensive experimentations. In this context, the key
contributions of this paper are summarized below:

– Design and implementation of the communication
protocol for dynamic remote control of UI micro-
services offered by wireless devices using BT.

– Implementation of a range of UI micro-services di-
rectly embeddable in remote devices, such as text
display, graphics display, push buttons, keyboard,
beep, text editor, and menu.

– Implementation architecture for remote devices,
including the structure of embedded software com-
ponents and hardware mode switching.

– Design and implementation of the client-side library
of service-specific classes for developing ambient-
interaction applications resident at the PPU.

– Design and implementation of a higher-level dialogue-
style library, in the form of abstract interaction ob-
jects (i.e., selector and text entry), together with the
method to handle dynamically alternative physical
incarnations through different types of deployable UI
services, while ensuring interface state persistence.

– Implementation of methods to accommodate user
preferences for style ranking through both configu-
ration files (off-line) and interactive preference editing
(on-line and real time).

– Implementation of methods to derive more specialized
ambient dialogue behaviors (e.g., radio buttons, check
boxes, confirm boxes, etc.) from the basic abstract
interaction object classes.

– The design and implementation of the Application
Manager as a standard application for the coordina-
tion of all typical client applications.

– Implementation of a game with remote dynamically
changing (either by the user or automatically) I/O units.

Additionally, some of the key remaining issues that
are not addressed by the reported work, and constitute
the primary topics for our future research activities in
this field, are:

– Distance is not considered as a discovery parameter to
affect device deployment, mainly because such infor-
mation is not yet returned by BT. Unless this is
explicitly supported in future chipsets, sophisticated
calculations are likely to be needed, relying on signal
strength information.

– Topological information is not encapsulated in the
system, i.e., so that the discovery system may identify
the real proximity attributes, using environment floor
plans or maps.

– In sessions engaging multiple users with no wearable
devices, when concurrent automatic reconfiguration
and assignment of ambient devices and UI services
takes place, the users are confused as to which devices
they can use.

2 Related work

Previous work closely related to the design and imple-
mentation of ambient dialogues falls within the four
following fields: wearable computing, context awareness,
migratory applications, and adaptive interfaces.

2.1 Wearable computing

Current work in wearable computing mainly accounts
for the design of integrated wearable systems, composed

Fig. 3 The PPU, developed by
MASC Ltd. for the 2WEAR
project, where Voyager clients
and servers run. Illustration and
photo courtesy of MASC Ltd.,
originally from Majoe [15]
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of multiple distributed gadgets, typically connected via
personal wired or wireless local area networks (IP), to
realize a static portable computing infrastructure. Sys-
tems such as MIThril [8] emphasize flexible connectivity
of alternative sensors, as well as the orthogonal
embedding of the corresponding sensing logic, to extract
physical context information, not addressing dynamic
fully fledged interaction. The work reported in [2]
investigates new types of interaction devices particularly
suited for wearable interaction, and proposes a pen-
shaped input device for wearable computers that
reproduces and recognizes three-dimensional hand mo-
tions; this work relates to the optimal static binding of
devices at development time, in contrast to dynamic
deployment being the target of Voyager. The notion of
adaptive hardware interfaces and reconfigurable wear-
able hardware is effectively addressed in a prototype
autonomous wearable unit with reconfigurable modules
(WURM—Plessl et al. [17]); in this work, emphasis is on
hardware connectivity to manually plug in alternative
device versions while relying on generic device interfaces.

2.2 Context awareness

The notion of context awareness is mainly related to the
ways of sensing information from the physical and
computational environment [1], thus, virtually making a
system aware of the context in which it is engaged.
Additionally, the need to effectively reflect such aware-
ness in interaction is discussed under the concept of
plasticity in [6], emphasizing the requirement for dis-
tributed applications to ‘‘withstand variations of context
of use while preserving usability.’’ There has been pro-
totype work regarding the engineering of applications
featuring environment context awareness, based on the
development of re-usable higher-level software elements,
similar to widgets [18]. Those elements, though called
‘‘widgets’’ in [18], do not implement distributed/remote
interaction with the user, but are responsible for noti-
fying the run-time application of various types of events
occurring in the environment, such as particular activi-
ties, or the presence of people. More comprehensive
work in context sensing and awareness is reported in
[10], where a complete framework in the form of a
context toolkit is proposed. In the previously mentioned
approaches, context is primarily considered as the
encompassing environment of an already existing inter-
face that has to cater for context variations, while in
Voyager, context actually offers the basic constituents to
assemble the interface dynamically.

2.3 Migratory applications

The notion of migratory applications has been intro-
duced in [4], presenting the implementation of a graph-
ical application that could migrate ‘‘as it is’’ from
machine to machine, carrying state information so that
it could re-activate on a ‘‘target’’ machine at the exact

point it left off on the ‘‘source’’ machine. The original
implementation has been based on the Obliq distributed
scripting language [7], resembling Java, with built-in
features for object distribution. The approach imple-
mented in [4] relies upon the implementation of a generic
migration layer that can be used by developers without
additional effort, while it supports the migration of the
complete graphical UI to a different remote workstation.
This work is directly related to user mobility. However,
it does not reflect the concept of the disappearing com-
puter, neither does it support interaction ‘‘on the move.’’
In the current Voyager prototype, migration support has
not yet been implemented. However, it is planned for
development as a run-time system-level facility, requir-
ing explicit pause, transfer, and re-activation of the core
components running at the pocket-size machine.

2.4 Adaptive interfaces

Work on adaptive interfaces [5] has been traditionally
concerned with the dynamic update of the UI to cater
for emerging user requirements or preferences, relying
upon continuous interaction monitoring. The unified UI
development framework [22] is a development method
for constructing and delivering on-the-fly a best-fit UI,
based on the particular end user and usage-context
profiles at run time. However, the original method did
not consider the continuous updating of context factors,
as is the case with ambient dialogues, and, in particular,
the availability of multiple different devices at different
points in time during interaction. The latter demand has
been also identified in [9], putting forward the need to
address the challenge of distributed ambient dialogues.
Currently, adaptation-related research has mainly ad-
dressed two key issues: (a) personalization, i.e., how to
tailor the interface to individual users; (b) context
adaptation, i.e., how to change the interface to better
integrate with the surrounding environment. The notion
of adaptation as the ability of dynamically assembling
an interface from environment-supplied computational
interactive elements to support the mobile user, in
comparison to statically structured interfaces using the
I/O facilities of the portable host machine, has not been
addressed in the context of adaptation-specific research.

3 Ambient devices and embedded user interface
services

Ambient devices may host and offer any number of
embedded elementary user interface services. Services
can be separated into two general categories, i.e., input
and output, while they are supplied in addition to the
particular native software or hardware functionality
delivered by the device itself. For instance, a stereo de-
vice may encompass the Voyager device-specific soft-
ware to allow the remote programmable use of the
hardware buttons and of its text LCD display, in
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addition to the basic stereo functions made available to
the user. However, as depicted within Fig. 4, this
necessitates mode-switching support to avoid conflicts in
the sharing of device resources. The native device func-
tionality should include a special purpose command, i.e.,
mode switching, to allow either the native functionality
or the Voyager software to use the various input and
output units.

This enables ambient devices to play a dual-func-
tional role in a non-conflicting manner, while also en-
abling users to switch between those two alternative
roles as desired. For instance, a user carrying a Voyager-
enabled wrist watch may switch to normal ‘‘wrist watch
mode’’ to use the typical wrist watch functions, or switch
back to the ‘‘2WEAR mode’’ to use the wrist watch as
an ambient interactive device controlled by the Voyager
applications of the pocket-size machine. In Fig. 5, the
mode-switching menu of the MASC Voyager-enabled
wrist watch device, implemented for the 2WEAR pro-
ject, is depicted. More information on this device is
provided in [15]. The MASC wrist watch enters the
2WEAR–Voyager mode when the second menu option
(labeled ‘‘DISPLAY TEXT’’ in the left-most photo of
Fig. 5) is chosen by pressing the second hardware button
counting from the left.

As a consequence of this option, the MASC wrist
watch display will be refreshed according to the display
requests posted by its controlling, if any, Voyager client.
The photo in the middle indicates a state in which no
Voyager application uses the display, while the right-

most photo shows a snapshot of the display when it is
used and controlled by the Break Out game application.

3.1 Key issues for mode switching

Mode switching is a hardware device function provided
to end users for easily switching between the original
hardware device functionality and the Voyager software
driver. In this context, it is only the user that, at any
point in time, can initiate mode switching, once there is
an intention to alternate between the two fundamental
ways of device usage. Effectively, the Voyager system
never requires mode switching to be explicitly carried
out, i.e., it never puts the user in a mode switching input-
loop, since this facility is not made exportable by
hardware devices. Overall, mode switching is a non-
modal operation, proposed as an effective way to resolve
the potential ambiguity inherent in the dual-device
deployment for ambient interactions. One important
observation is that device vendors may have to explicitly
provide mode-switching feedback (e.g., an LED indica-
tion for ‘‘software’’ or ‘‘hardware’’ mode of use), en-
abling users to directly recognize the present device
mode. This is necessary since the user may not be given
the necessary feedback to realize which mode is actually
active, even if devices are in ‘‘software’’ mode and are
deployed by the Voyager system for interaction. For
instance, if persistent output device units (such as a
display) are either not supported by the hardware device
or not deployed by the Voyager system, persistent
interface feedback is lacking. In such cases, if users
interrupt the interaction temporarily, they will not be
able to identify the current mode at the point of
resumption, unless they remember what the active mode
was at the point of interruption.

3.2 Architecture of the embedded software

The Voyager device-specific software embedded on the
ambient device plays a two-fold role: (a) after the device
is discovered by a remote application through the BT
discovery mechanism, the application may establish an
L2CAP (logical link control and adaptation layer pro-
tocol) connection and, subsequently, requests informa-
tion (i.e., Query protocol) regarding the UI services
hosted locally, i.e., at the discovered device side; (b) once
information for the supported UI services is collected,
the application may establish further L2CAP links with

Fig. 4 The dual role of ambient devices, as resolved in Voyager,
requiring explicit mode switching (i.e., turn taking) to be managed
by the device user. Special purpose circuitry is used to redirect input
and output flow as needed

Fig. 5 The Voyager-enabled
wrist watch device developed by
MASC Ltd. for the 2WEAR
project. The mode switching
buttons are indicated with
circles, while arrows indicate
mode transition
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any of those UI services to appropriately use (i.e.,
Control protocol) the facilities it offers. The above are
reflected in the device software architecture of Fig. 6.
L2CAP is a BT protocol in the core protocol stack,
providing connection-oriented and connectionless data
services to upper layer protocols, with protocol
multiplexing capability, segmentation and reassembly
operation, and group abstractions. L2CAP permits
higher-level protocols and applications to transmit and
receive L2CAP data packets up to 64 KB in size.

Multiple clients may use the Query protocol to
communicate with the ambient device at any point in
time. However, the Control protocol of UI services
supports exclusive use, meaning that, at any point in
time, only one particular client, called the UI-service-
granting client, may gain access to it.

Additionally, any client may freely request to ‘‘grant’’
access to the Control protocol. UI services accept a
‘‘grant’’ request only when they are not already granted,
i.e., they are released in any of the following situations:
(a) the granting client sends an explicit ‘‘release’’ request;
(b) the granting client connection is broken; (c) the
granting client connection is idle for a long period of
time (i.e., timeout). The typical steps that a client
application will carry out in using dynamically discov-
ered ambient devices for interaction are shown in Fig. 7.

3.3 The Query protocol

The Query protocol is employed by client applications to
extract information regarding the UI services hosted
locally on the ambient device. The client will have to
post a ‘‘services query’’ message and wait to receive as a
reply a ‘‘services available’’ message containing a list of
description entries, one for each supported UI service
(see Fig. 8). The information conveyed within the re-
plied message allows application developers to appro-
priately program the conditions under which a
particular UI service is to be granted and used at run
time for interaction purposes.

For instance, in case a client application requires at
some point to display text, it will have to search within

the list of descriptions of UI services offered by the
currently available ‘‘within range’’ devices, in order to
locate either a ‘‘text line’’ or a ‘‘text display’’ output
primitive. In case multiple candidate UI services are
found, it is the responsibility of the application devel-
oper to encompass the appropriate selection logic,
depending on the particular interaction context. As will
be discussed later, the Voyager development framework
offers run-time components, being part of the ‘‘style li-
brary’’ to be discussed later, which automatically carry
out such ‘‘best-fit’’ run-time selection of UI services,
depending on the particular interaction context.

Fig. 6 The architecture of
embedded Voyager software on
ambient devices; CP and QP
correspond to the Control
protocol and Query protocol
implementation modules.
Communication links
represented by double arrows
are BT/L2CAP connections

Fig. 7 The steps engaged in dynamically using the UI services
offered by a discovered ambient device

Fig. 8 The structure of the ‘‘services available’’ message returned
by the ambient device in response to the ‘‘services query’’ message
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Attribute–value pairs with string encoding is a com-
monly used representation when it is required to
dynamically interpret service attributes. Since this situ-
ation is very typical in the implementation of ambient
interactions, it was decided to employ attribute–value
pairs in the Query protocol, as opposed to the explicit
(hard-coded) modeling of UI service properties.

3.4 The Control protocol

3.4.1 The specification approach

The Control protocol is more complex than the Query
protocol. To describe it precisely, the syntax-based
protocol notation specifically developed for the 2WEAR
project by ETHZ, and reported in [12], will be used. In
this context, only a small subset of the specification
approach, adequate for describing the Control protocol,
will be presented. Following this approach, a universal
encoding for all primitive data types (e.g., strings, inte-
gers, floating point numbers, message headers, etc.) has
been defined, while messages are defined as EBNF
grammar productions, engaging terminal tokens that
directly correspond to the primitive data types. The
constituent grammar productions of a message are sep-
arated via commas; alternative decompositions are de-
fined via the | (i.e., or) operator, optional productions
are enclosed in square brackets [ ], while recursive pro-
ductions are enclosed in braces { }. The grammar
decomposition of messages may also engage the neces-
sary responses from the recipient party, indicated as
productions shown with underlined typeface. Finally, it
should be noted that message headers are defined
explicitly as part of the message syntax specification.

3.4.2 The protocol semantics

The role of the Control protocol is to allow clients to
grant and release UI services, and subsequently take
advantage of all the offered facilities. Due to the large
diversity of UI services in ambient interactions, it is

important to identify a Control protocol that is appli-
cable to any particular UI service class. On the other
hand, the protocol itself should effectively allow pro-
grammers to take advantage of all features offered by UI
service vendors. To allow this, the Control protocol has
been split in three key parts:

– The Standard Control protocol (see Fig. 9). This
applies to all UI services, and it encompasses the
following elements:

• – Grant, release, and regular acknowledgement mes-
sages,

• – A method, which, on the one hand, allows vendors
to document the extended functionality of their
delivered UI services, while, on the other hand, al-
lows programmers to use such vendor-specific ex-
tended functionality through a common unified
API. This method is based on scripting protocols,
reflecting the following assumption [12]:

‘‘Assume that some server object is able to process
scripts. Then, it may simply expose the scripting
language as its communication protocol, with the
implicit promise of processing any script received
during a communication.’’

Our scripting protocol reflects a dynamic property
management API supporting three types of messages:

• – Has property, to dynamically ask a UI service
whether it supports a particular feature (or func-
tion)

• – Set property, to dynamically set (or call) a particular
feature (or function) of a UI service

• – Get property, to dynamically get information for a
particular feature (or function) of a UI service:

The property management API is capable of model-
ing extended UI service functions. For instance, any
function F(1,..., Pn) can be directly called via a Set
property request by supplying F as the property name,
with a value being the string representation of the
actual arguments P1,..., Pn in the appropriate vendor-
defined textual encoding (i.e., argument expression
scripting syntax).

Fig. 9 The syntax of the
Control protocol following the
method introduced for the
2WEAR project [12]. The
standard message headers are
indicated in uppercase, while the
message constituents traveling
from the UI service to the client
are illustrated by underlining
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– The Input Control protocol (see Fig. 9). This part
concerns the messages posted by input UI services,
called input events. Apart from the string event class
identifier preceding the event content (e.g., ‘‘button
press’’, ‘‘key press’’), the content encoding of input
events is directly dependent on the type of the input
event (e.g., a ‘‘button press’’ event has different data
content than a ‘‘keyboard press’’ event). For this
reason, the event data encoding is also based on
scripting, meaning that it is the device vendors’
responsibility to agree and precisely document the
structure of the event content, while it is the respon-
sibility of the application programmers to appropri-
ately decode the event content. It should be noted that
it is required from all input UI services with the same
class name (e.g., all ‘‘keyboard’’ input UI services),
independently of vendor, to follow the same event
content encoding. Otherwise, when vendors wish to
diverge from the standard agreed encoding, they must
choose a new class identifier.

– The Output Control protocol (see Fig. 9). This part
concerns the messages posted to UI services, called
output events. The latter implements remote function
calls of the form F(P1,..., Pn)=R1,..., Rm, where the
list P1,..., Pn encompasses the actual arguments posted
to the output UI service for performing the output
function F, while the optional list R1,..., Rm concerns
the result parameters returned to the caller after the
operation F has been completed. The client may wait
for the result parameters in a busy waiting fashion or
receive them asynchronously. In a way similar to
input events, the encoding of actual arguments and
returned parameters for output events relies on
scripting, while all output UI services supporting a
particular output event class (e.g., ‘‘text display’’)
should conform to the same content encoding.

4 Standard library of device-embedded software

This standard library encompasses software that can be
embedded directly by device vendors to deliver Voyager-
enabled devices. This library consists of two layers:

– Elementary UI services. This is the lower layer, which
is related to the constituent architectural components
of Fig. 6, labeled either as ‘‘Input UI Servicei’’ or
‘‘Output UI Servicei.’’ Various ready to use UI ser-
vices, e.g., ‘‘text display,’’ ‘‘keyboard,’’ ‘‘button,’’ etc.,
are included in the lower layer of the standard library.

– Complete ambient devices. This is the upper layer and
concerns the overall architecture entity illustrated in
Fig. 6, which is outlined as ‘‘Voyager software’’ in
Fig. 4. It provides a few ready to use ambient device
packages, like a ‘‘hifi,’’ ‘‘wrist watch,’’ etc., employing
elementary UI services of the lower layer. Apart from
the MASC wrist watch explicitly developed for the
2WEAR project, it was not possible to embed soft-
ware components in any other proprietary device in its

current version. Consequently, in order to have such
devices fully working, GUI versions of the input and
output device units used by UI services were imple-
mented, and each ambient device was wrapped up as a
distinct GUI application (both WNT/MFC and
Linux/GTK+ versions were implemented).

4.1 Library of UI services

The detailed list of the elementary UI services is shown
in Fig. 10, which specifies, for each UI service class, its
general category and the specific class identifier, as well
as the documentation of the scripting protocol for I/O
events and dynamic property management. As shown in
Fig. 10, for some UI services, like, for example, the
Button, the scripting protocol is very simple: (a) the
input event class is named ‘‘press,’’ while the event
content is empty; (b) the property API supports setting a
button label, in the case where hardware buttons
encompass a hardware LCD display, via the property
named ‘‘title,’’ which accepts a string content. However,
for UI services like the Graphics Display, the protocol
offers additional facilities for displaying images, lines,
and text. Also, in case images are to be displayed on the
remote graphic display, corresponding to the Bytes non-
terminal of the Image production, the transfer is carried
out through strict flow control:

1. Firstly, the client waits to receive from the graphics
display the maximum image block buffer size (this is
indicated by the underlined, i.e., received, BufferSize
symbol).

2. Then, the client calculates the integer number of
distinct image blocks, having length BufferSize, re-
quired to completely send the image, and sends that
to the graphics display (corresponding to the Total
non-terminal).

3. Finally, it starts sending one image block at a time,
waiting after each block transfer to receive an OK
message header (indicated as OK). This forces the
client to send the next image block only after
the previous has been successfully received by the
graphics display.

This type of strict flow control is necessary due to the
BT/L2CAP buffer size limitations of embedded devices
(the MASC PPU buffer size was 1 KB). Normally,
communication tends to become slower, but it is the
only way to ensure that packets are not lost. Continuing
our discussion on elementary UI services, as shown in
Fig. 10, there are two UI services, namely, ‘‘Menu’’ and
‘‘Text Editor,’’ which locally encompass input and out-
put facilities (i.e., at the device side) as one composite
service. This scenario reflects situations where some de-
vices may encompass ready-made implementations of
comprehensive interactive behaviors. For instance, the
manufacturers of TV home appliances usually imple-
ment menu-based configuration dialogues, using the TV
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screen for output and the remote control unit for input.
In such cases, TV manufacturers may wish to export
such menu implementations as composite programma-
ble UI services, complying with the ‘‘Menu’’ scripting
protocol indicated in Fig. 10. In this case, application
programmers may use the ‘‘Menu’’ service to set the
displayable list of options (i.e., ‘‘set’’ output event class),
and to asynchronously receive an appropriate input
event once the user has selected a particular ‘‘Menu’’
option (i.e., ‘‘selected’’ input event class).

4.2 Library of ambient devices

The library of complete ambient devices is also split in
two parts: (a) the primitive ambient devices, each con-
stituting the packaging of one single UI service in the
form of ambient device software; (b) the composite
ambient devices, encompassing multiple UI services.

In hardware terms, primitive devices will offer a single
input or output hardware unit, which is remotely con-
trollable by Voyager clients. For instance, a Voyager-
enabled character-based terminal may only offer a Text
Area UI service, meaning it is a primitive ambient de-
vice. Similarly, composite devices normally encompass
multiple input or output hardware units, which are of-
fered to Voyager clients by means of distinct UI services.

For instance, the MASC wrist watch device offers one
Text Area UI service and four Button UI services. The
packaging of one or more UI services in the form of a
Voyager-enabled device engages (see Fig. 6) the imple-
mentation of two re-usable components: (a) the local
registry of UI service information; (b) the Query pro-
tocol implementation.

Using those components, the software packaging of
UI services in the form of Voyager ambient device
software became a trivial task. For each elementary UI
service of Fig. 11, the software packaging as a primitive
ambient device has been carried out. In the context of
the 2WEAR project, two composite ambient devices
have been developed (see Fig. 12):

– The MASC wrist watch. This device embeds our
software implementation of a Voyager-enabled wrist
watch ambient device, offering five UI services. The
low-level linkage with the wrist watch I/O hardware
was realized through the utilization of the wrist watch
driver functions for the hardware buttons (polling)
and the text display. For early testing, a simulated
version of the MASC wrist watch with GUI-based
hardware units was implemented.

– The HiFi software device. This device constitutes the
software implementations of a CD player device, with
a software GUI implementation of input and output
devices. The HiFi device offers five programmable

Fig. 10 The elementary UI
services with the detailed
descriptions of the standardized
scripting protocols for UI
service classes
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Button services, and one Text Line service, while also
supporting mode switching (i.e., allows the user to
switch between HiFi control and Voyager 2WEAR
mode).

4.3 Client software architecture and implementation

The architecture of the implementation library for client
application development is depicted in Fig. 13. Device
discovery (i.e., BT inquiry scan) is delegated to a single
locally running server (i.e., PPU side), which maintains
an up-to-date registry of proximate ambient device
addresses. The client software library receives notifica-

tions of newly discovered devices or devices that go out
of range through a proxy API that internally commu-
nicates with this server, and maintains an appropriate
catalogue that client programmers may use, containing
the descriptions of all proximate devices. The catalogue
internally employs the Query protocol to get all the
information regarding the UI services offered by newly
discovered devices. The catalogue of proximate UI ser-
vices is delivered to client programmers as a singleton
class hiding all low-level transport and protocol details.
The catalogue offers facilities for iterating in the list of
all available UI service descriptions, and for querying UI
services. The UI service library is composed of a set of
software classes, one per each distinct UI service class

Fig. 11 Snapshots of some of
the standard UI services
running with graphical input
and output units (i.e., I/O
hardware is simulated), for a
variety of target platforms

Fig. 12 The Voyager-enabled
wrist watch (MASC hardware
version at bottom left, WNT/
MFC simulation at bottom
right), and the Voyager-enabled
software HiFi device (Linux/
GTK+ CD player at top
left—with mode switching,
WNT/MFC CD player at top
right—no mode switching)
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(e.g., TextArea, Button, TextLine, etc.). Typically, the
client application uses the catalogue to review the types
of available UI services in order to decide which to use,
and then creates instances of the corresponding UI ser-
vice classes, the latter providing the API for remote UI
service control.

All transport and Control protocol details are appro-
priately hidden under lower levels of implementation (see
Fig. 13), while the API itself mainly reflects the UI service
control semantics (see Fig. 14 for an outline of the UI
service library C++ API). Although the UI service li-
brary effectively hides all communication-level details,
giving to programmers a high-level software library for
driving remote UI services, the application programming
job is still complex. To cater for the dynamic availability
of UI services and maintain consistent state-persistent
unobtrusive interaction, programmers need more com-

prehensive support. As a rough analogy to GUIs, we
could say that the Voyager UI service library offers at this
level the basic input control (i.e., mouse and keyboard
polling), togetherwith a library of basic graphic primitives
(e.g., lines, rectangles, polygons, etc.). Following this
analogy, the effective and efficient implementation ofGUI
applications necessitates the provision of higher-level
software entities, compliant to some kind of a ‘‘look-and-
feel,’’ consisting of well defined implemented interactive
behaviors. The next sections describe such upper layers of
the Voyager development framework.

5 The ambient dialogue style library

The provision of an appropriate software library to
support the development of ambient dialogues poses two
key challenges: (a) the identification of an appropriate
interface style, i.e., a ‘‘look-and-feel’’ analogy for end
users; (b) the delivery of an easy to use, comprehensive
API for application programmers, hiding the details of
UI service management.

5.1 User view

The Voyager dialogue style has been specifically de-
signed to be in conformance with the typical character-
istics of currently feasible ambient interactions: small
distributed devices, with restricted I/O interaction facil-
ities, and practical limitations on the speed of the wire-
less networking, when compared to traditional desktop
computers or personal digital assistants (PDAs). The
specific characteristics of this interface style are:

Fig. 13 Client software library architecture for programming with
UI services of dynamically discovered ambient devices

Fig. 14 Outline of C++ API
details of the UI service
programming library. All class
members have public
qualification (the public: access
qualifier has been omitted for
clarity). The KeyEvent and
KeyboardUIService classes
indicate the way specific UI
service classes are implemented
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– Only two dialogue object classes are supported: (a) a
Selector class, i.e., supporting user selection from an
explicit list of textual options; and (b) a Text Entry
class, i.e., enabling the user to enter textual input.

– The application program may construct an arbitrary
number of instances of such dialogue object classes.
However, only one such instance may own the dia-
logue focus at a given point in time. Also, only the
focus dialogue object is allowed to use the remotely
available UI services, i.e., to become physically
available to the user. In effect, the user may only work
with the focus object.

– Multiple client applications may be running on the
PPU.However, only one such applicationmay own the
application focus at a given point in time. Also, only
the focus dialogue object of the focus application is
allowed to use the remotely availableUI services, i.e., to
become physically available to the user. In effect, the
user may only work with the focus application.

– There is one special-purpose built-in client applica-
tion, named Application Manager, whose purpose is to
facilitate users in manipulating client application
programs, i.e., run, terminate, and give focus. In this
context, all client applications provide as a standard
dialogue user option, the ability to give focus to the
Application Manager.

5.2 Implementation layers

To allow programmers to use programming classes di-
rectly reflecting the dialogue object classes of the ambi-
ent dialogue style, i.e., Selector and Text Entry, the
Voyager development framework employs a number of
hidden implementation layers, the lower of those being
responsible for direct UI service control. For each of the
two basic object classes, the Voyager framework
encapsulates appropriate run-time physical interaction
control, handling the available UI services. This is
accomplished through the implementation of well de-
fined alternative dialogue object control policies, where
each policy assumes the presence of a different group of
required UI services.

Practically, each such policy delivers a way of phys-
ically implementing the interaction of its respective
dialogue object with specific UI services; such policies
are called physical instantiation styles, or, shortly, styles.
Input and output styles are distinguished to reflect the
different ways of physical input and output binding of
dialogue object classes, i.e., the Selector and Text Entry
classes. The detailed description of the role and imple-
mentation approach for physical instantiation styles
follows.

5.2.1 Physical instantiation styles

The notion of abstract dialogue objects has been for-
mulated very early to reflect reusable logical facilities

supporting basic user I/O, but without, however, pre-
supposing any particular rendering or input device pol-
icy. Early systematic work in this field mainly concerns
interaction tasks; Foley et al. [11] provided a compre-
hensive theoretical framework. The concept of meta-
widgets is more recent and represents the abstraction of
interaction objects above physical platforms [24], since
meta-widgets are free of physical attributes and presen-
tation issues. Similarly, the notion of virtual interaction
objects has been introduced in [19], together with an
interface programming language, which provided built-
in support for the specification of alternative physical
instantiation styles for virtual objects.

As depicted in Fig. 15, in the Voyager development
framework, multiple implemented alternative input and
output styles are provided for the Select and Text Entry
dialogue objects. Each different style implements a dif-
ferent way of supporting input or output, requiring, at
run time, the presence of different UI services. Hence,
each style encompasses the required UI services, as well
as the algorithmic logic for using such UI services at run
time. In Fig. 16, an input and an output style for the
Selector dialogue object are presented.

One key feature of the Voyager framework’s orga-
nization of input and output styles is that they can be
orthogonally combined, i.e., any input style can be
combined with any output style, to constitute a physical
dialogue instantiation for the respective dialogue object
class. This leads to a large number of plausible physical
styles, while it also lays the foundations for automatic
run-time detection of a viable physical instantiation of
the focus dialogue object instance. More specifically,
once the required UI services for each input or output
styles are known, and their descriptions are encapsulated
in the instantiation classes, a search algorithm can be
easily formulated that locates the first found input and
output styles whose required UI services are available in
the proximate UI service catalogue (as shown in Fig. 8).
This pair of input and output styles constitutes one
plausible physical style for the current focus object in-
stance. As we will discuss later, additional parameters
can be engaged in such a selection process, enabling
more sophisticated detection of the most appropriate
physical style in a given interaction context.

Fig. 15 Implementation structure for supporting alternative I/O
styles for the two abstract dialogue objects in the Voyager
development framework
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5.2.2 Style ranking, preference management,
and compatibility regulations

For both dialogue object classes, styles are implemented
as singleton classes, having a unique descriptive name
across all respective styles, such as the ‘‘WW Buttons’’
or ‘‘Keyboard’’ in Fig. 17. Additionally, pairs of one
input and one output style, i.e., physical instantiations,
are internally stored in a list structure ordered by
decreasing preference. Hence, the order of a physical
instantiation in this list represents its preference ranking,
i.e., the first physical instantiation has the highest pref-
erence, while the last one has the lowest preference.

During run time, when UI services are discovered or
lost, Voyager searches for a plausible physical instanti-
ation from this list, i.e., a pair of input–output viable
styles for the particular focus dialogue object instance.

However, in case more than one plausible physical in-
stantiations are detected, the one with the higher pref-
erence ranking is chosen. Such ranking of physical
instantiations can be defined via configuration files for
the Selector and Text Entry dialogue object classes. This
allows the user to reflect the desirable physical style
preferences in the automatic run-time dialogue config-
uration behavior. Practically, for each dialogue object
class, assuming that every input style can be combined
well with every output style, the number of potential
physical instantiations is equal to the product of the
total input styles with the number of the total output
styles. However, there can be cases where a particular
input style is defined to be combined only with some
specific output styles, or even a single output style, and
vice versa. In this case, the free combination of those
styles with the rest of the available styles should be
forbidden. This is allowed by supporting the definition
of compatibility regulations for styles. Following this
method, for any input (or output) style S, programmers
may specify a list of output (or input) styles with which S
may only be combined. For instance, for the imple-
mentation of each of the two GUI UI services, i.e., the
Menu and the Text Editor, one pair of UI services has
actually been delivered, one input and one output,
respectively, which can be only combined together at run
time.

5.2.3 Dynamic style selection and viability testing

During run time, there are two possible scenarios for the
focus application: (a) there are no adequate UI services
to identify a viable physical instantiation for the focus
dialogue object instance, in which case, the dialogue is
characterized as stalled; or (b) there are adequate UI
services, so the dialogue is characterized as working. In
the latter case, the dialogue configuration behavior in
case of UI discovery or loss is defined in Fig. 18. Fol-
lowing Fig. 18, the optimize round is performed condi-

Fig. 16 One input style and one output style for the Selector
dialogue object, shown together with their required UI services and
run-time control logic

Fig. 17 Three alternative
output styles (top) and three
alternative input styles (bottom)
for the Selector dialogue object
class; the required UI services
of each style, together with its
particular host ambient device,
are also shown
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tionally, in case the user has defined explicit preference
on optimization behavior (within the configuration file).
If optimization is enabled, it is possible that, due to
device discovery, while the user is performing dialogue
with certain UI services of particular ambient devices,
the interface is ‘‘on-the-fly’’ reconfigured to employ a
different set of UI services, some of which may be hosted
by the newly discovered device(s). Since such a scenario
may not be always acceptable, it is critical to make users
aware of this behavior, and allow them to control
whether optimization is to be performed through the
configuration (as will be shown later on, optimization
can also be controlled interactively).

5.3 Application programmer view

The following presentation of the programming details
serves a two-fold purpose: (a) it reveals the simplicity of
the implementation model for client application devel-
opment, showing the way programmers are relieved
from low-level UI service control; and (b) it reveals the
internal details for effective dynamic management of
input and output styles, making the interface reconfig-
urable to the dynamic presence of UI services, while
safely retaining interface content and state.

5.3.1 Selector and Text Entry dialogue object classes

These two dialogue object classes host the interface-
specific content, i.e., text content for Selectors and input
text for the Text Entry, while also implementing all the
required functionality up to the point of input and
output binding. The latter is formulated as follows: (a)
input binding is defined as a concrete set of logical input
commands, each command mapping to a corresponding
function of the dialogue object class, associated with
particular input event bindings within input style
implementation; and (b) output binding is defined as an
abstract function for displaying the dialogue object
content, being specialized by the different output style
classes. In Fig. 19 and Fig. 20, the dialogue automata of
the Selector and Text Entry classes, respectively, are

shown, indicating how the particular physical binding of
the input logical dialogue commands is delegated to the
implementation of the input style, and the implementa-
tion of the display function is delegated to the output
style. Based on this, each distinct style may embody
alternative bindings, depending on the nature of the UI
services engaged.

Following Figs. 19 and 20, the active input styles
transform input events from input UI services to logical
dialogue commands, while the active output styles post
appropriate display requests to the engaged output UI
services. It should be noted that input styles might only
map a minimum required subset of logical commands.
For example, for the Selector class, this set consists of
the ‘‘select’’ and either the ‘‘previous’’ or ‘‘next’’ com-
mands. In Fig. 21, the input bindings for four input
styles of the Selector class are shown.

In a similar way, the functional role of each output
style is to appropriately implement the output rendering
of state and content for dialogue objects through the
output UI services engaged by the output style.
Reflecting this, in Fig. 22, the display approach
regarding four different output styles of the Selector
dialogue object class is shown. As can be seen, each of
the Selector output styles implements its own policy of
displaying both the list of Selector options and the

Fig. 18 The outline of the algorithms for dialogue reconfiguration
behavior upon UI service discovery or loss, depending on the
current dialogue state

Fig. 19 The main part of the dialogue automaton for the Selector
dialogue object

Fig. 20 The main part of the dialogue automaton for the Text
Entry dialogue object
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current focus option. To achieve this, the style uses
the output functions of its UI service(s). For instance,
the ‘‘Public Text Display’’ output style internally con-
structs a text buffer by aligning textual Selector options
at the center, and by prefixing the focus Selector option
with the character ‘‘>.’’ Every time the display function
is called, such a text buffer is prepared and sent via the
Control protocol, as an output event, to the Text
Display UI service granted by this style. Notably, the
recipient Text Display UI service ‘‘knows’’ nothing
about text alignment or about the focus option; it simply
provides a rectangular text display area, accepting
requests with such ‘‘rectangular’’ text buffers, and

refreshes the display accordingly. Naturally, the same
holds for the MASC wrist watch Text Area UI service,
since there is a single Text Area UI service implemen-
tation, which is simply embedded in different devices.
Hence, all appearance or feedback stylistic details are
implemented and encapsulated inside the output styles

5.3.2 Interface state persistence

During interaction, all input commands are dispatched
at the client-side application by the particular input and
output Style instances of the current focus object.
Additionally, the interface state is locally distributed
within the programmer-created Selector and Text Entry
dialogue-object instances, while it is normally changed
according to user input from remotely utilized input
devices. For instance, in case the focus object is a Text
Entry instance, all user key presses through a remote
keyboard device are directly posted to the Voyager
kernel of the focus client application, to be subsequently
dispatched as appropriate character insertion function
calls of the focus Text Entry instance. As a result, even
when remote devices fail, the interface content and state
remain completely unaffected. After successfully per-
forming reconfiguration to engage new ambient devices,
a new pair of input and output styles is effectively acti-
vated. In this case, the output device(s) of the output
style is (are) used to remotely redisplay the stored con-
tent by the Text Entry instance, exactly as it was at the
time interaction was interrupted, while the input de-
vice(s) of the input style become available for issuing text
editing commands to the local Text Entry instance. This

Fig. 21 Detailed input bindings, regarding four input styles of the
Selector dialogue object class

Fig. 22a, b All four different
output styles for the Selector
dialogue object. Notice
the different ways of: a
implementing the rendering of
the focus option (i.e., prefixed
with the character ‘‘>,’’, or
exclusive normal display, or
highlighting); b display
alignment of Selector options
(i.e., left justified or centered)
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fundamental split of input and output devices with local
client-side processing and state maintenance is illus-
trated in Fig. 23, showing a typical I/O processing cycle.

5.3.3 Style linkage and preference manager

In Fig. 24, the super class for all style classes is shown.
Following this, each style encompasses the description
of the UI services it requires during run time (i.e., re-
quiredUIServices member). Additionally, when a style
is activated at some point during run time, it will create
and use instances of the respective classes of UI services;
although derived classes have explicit instance variables
for UI services, the super class collects all those instances
in a list (i.e., usedUIServices member). The associations
between input/style classes and the preferences manager
are illustrated in Fig. 25.

Finally, the algorithmic structure of the key members
for derived styles classes is indicated in Fig. 26, along
with the internal implementation structure of derived
input style classes. The Activate and Destroy members
perform the creation and destruction of the necessary UI
service instances at run time, actually granting or
releasing the used UI services.

5.3.4 Deriving more specialized dialogues objects

The dialogue paradigm based on the Selector and Text
Entry interactive objects has been used extensively in
very early systems, but within the last decade, it has
become the dominant interaction metaphor for devices
with small user I/O components, such as home elec-
tronics, home appliances, set-top boxes, ATMs, car
gadgets, and mobile phones. This paradigm is effective
for designing dialogues that are implemented through
small, distributed I/O interaction primitives. However,
when aiming to abstract typical GUI dialogues as well, it
is clear that this paradigm is ‘‘less than perfect.’’ The
reason is that, when a device supporting GUI interaction

facilities becomes dynamically available, programmers
expect to practice an optimal use of the graphical
interaction methods by supplying a fully fledged GUI
interface version, rather than relying upon an automat-
ically rendered GUI analogy for the Selector and Text
Entry dialogue instances of their application. This need
has been identified early in [19], showing that pro-
gramming languages or libraries offering abstractions
for interface development should also deliver syntactic
access to the lower-level platform-specific interaction
primitives, in order to allow fine-grained interface
‘‘look-and-feel’’ control. In the context of application
development using Voyager, some specific interface
behaviors have been designed (see Fig. 27), all of which
were derived from the Selector class.

The use of those derived object classes made appli-
cation development far easier, while also enabling pro-
grammers to design richer dialogues with better
interaction quality (see Fig. 28 for snapshots of those
objects in use). Their implementation as Selector deriv-
atives made them directly inherit all the advanced
facilities of the original Selector class, such as automatic
dialogue reconfiguration, dynamic style control, and
preference management, since, for the Voyager devel-
opment framework, the derived classes were made

Fig. 23 Illustration of a typical
I/O processing cycle, engaging
local input processing and state
update with remote display
mapping

Fig. 24 Super class for all input
or output styles, showing the
two key member functions that
all derived style classes should
implement

Fig. 25 Run-time associations between dialogue object classes with
their respective preference manager and I/O style libraries. Two
instances of those components exist for the Selector and Text Entry
classes, respectively
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indistinguishable from the two basic dialogue object
classes.

5.4 Standard dialogue patterns

Standard dialogue patterns are available for all Voyager
applications, and are delivered as ready-made compo-
nents for application programmers. One of those is the

Application Manager, which is a rough analogy of the
window manager in GUI applications, and allows
effective application management by supporting appli-
cation initiation, focus switching, and termination.
During run time, all Voyager applications automatically
communicate with the Application Manager, regularly
acknowledging its presence. Additionally, the user can:
(a) interactively manipulate style ranking; (b) fine-tune
the dialogue reconfiguration behavior; (c) explicitly re-

Fig. 26 Implementation of the
three key algorithms for all
types of styles and the dynamic
linking of physical input to
logical object actions within
input styles

Fig. 27 Overview of the
Selector derivative dialogue
object classes
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quest for dialogue reconfiguration (i.e., on-demand
dialogue reconfiguration).

5.4.1 Application Manager interface

The Application Manager, apart from application con-
trol, provides the following key facilities (see Fig. 29):

– Discovery management. During run time, the registry
server for ambient devices, locally running at the
MASC PPU, may perform continuous discovery tests.
This is implemented through the BT ‘‘inquiry scan’’
function of the host control interface, which, in the
current BT chipsets, takes an average time of about
15 s. However, during this interval, the communica-
tion throughput of the particular BT/L2CAP con-
nections with remote ambient devices is severely
affected, causing the wireless network communication
to be so slow that the interface feedback becomes
unacceptably non-real-time. For this reason, the

interface provides to the user explicit control on dis-
covery, as follows:

• – If dialogue is stalled, discovery is always automati-
cally enabled so that ambient devices with UI ser-
vices can be detected to revive the dialogue.

• – If dialogue is working, discovery is initially, by de-
fault, disabled, but the user may either:

• – Enable discovery, causing discovery to be regu-
larly performed during run time (e.g., in case the
throughput is not affected, the user may wish to
have discovery always on)

• – Disable discovery, meaning no discovery takes
place, unless explicitly enabled or requested by
the user

• – Discover on demand, available only when discov-
ery is disabled, causing a single discovery round to
be performed (e.g., while the user approaches
some devices, a single discovery round is per-
formed to enable Voyager to discover those)

Fig. 28 Snapshots of derived
behaviors, showing the ‘‘look-
and-feel’’ for particular input
and output styles

Fig. 29 The Application
Manager options for
application control, global
suspend facility, and discovery
management
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– Global suspend facility. In various BT chipsets,
when a BT device accepts (i.e., it is a ‘‘slave’’) an
L2CAP connection request of another BT device
(i.e., that is the ‘‘master’’), the former BT device
cannot be discovered by, nor it can support any
more connections with, other BT devices, unless
this connection is somehow terminated. Such
exclusive ‘‘master–slave’’ connections are called
piko-nets, where the ‘‘master’’ is always able to
connect to multiple ‘‘slaves.’’ In case the BT chipset
of the ‘‘slave’’ allows multiple ‘‘master’’ connec-
tions, it is said to support scatter-nets, which is
currently not supported by the vast majority of BT
chipsets. Practically, when an ambient BT device
does not support scatter-nets, once it is communi-
cated and recognized by the Voyager run-time
system of a user’s PPU, it cannot support discovery
and communication with another user’s PPU. The
latter practically excludes the possibilities for
ambient device sharing among proximate users,
since, when the applications of one user’s PPU
communicate with particular ambient devices,
those are unreachable for the applications of an-
other user’s PPU. To resolve this problem, we have
added in Voyager a feature for global communi-
cation suspend, for all applications of a PPU,
closing temporarily all connections with ambient
devices and respective UI services. This mode,
called shadow mode, can be entered on-demand by
the user (see Fig. 29, lower part, ‘‘Suspend’’ option
of the main menu), and for a user-defined period of
time. During this time, the Voyager applications of
a proximate PPU of another user may discover and
communicate with all available ambient devices.

5.4.2 Dialogue state transitions

During run time, client applications, including the
Application Manager (hereafter abbreviated to AM) as
well, may be in any of the following states (see Fig. 30):

– Suspended. This state is entered either when an
application gives away the focus (i.e., from AM to a
client and vice versa) or when a client application is
initiated by the AM after a user request.

– Working. This state is entered when the dialogue of
the focus application is revived as a result of dialogue
reconfiguration.

– Stalled. This state is entered when the dialogue of the
focus application is stalled, mainly due to loss of UI
services. When a client application is stalled, Voyager
automatically switches focus to the AM, i.e., setting
the client directly to suspend mode. As a result, the
AM may enter either a stalled mode, if the revive
round fails or a working mode otherwise.

– Shadow. This state is entered to signal the release of all
UI services and termination of all communication
links. Upon exit from shadow mode, all client

applications are in suspend mode while the AM per-
forms a revival round.

5.4.3 Interactive dialogue configuration

A key standard dialogue component for all applications
provides to users support for: (a) manipulation of input
and output style ranking, together with the ability to save
and load such rankings as Voyager configuration files;
(b) updating the dialogue reconfiguration behavior (i.e.,
if interface optimization is enabled, or if the interface will
try to firstly revive the most recent physical instantia-
tion); (c) on-demand dialogue reconfiguration (i.e., after
changing the dialogue settings, asking the interface to
reconfigure on-the-fly). The dialogue configuration
interface is illustrated in Fig. 31. One of its most inter-
esting features is that the configuration dialogue itself is
subject to automatic reconfiguration, since it has been
developed with the Voyager dialogue object classes.

Actually, even while the configuration interface is
used at run time, the loss or discovery of ambient devices
may take place. Consequently, the configuration inter-
face itself may have to be reconfigured on-the-fly to re-
flect the optimal and preferable input and output style
delivery, a situation illustrated in Fig. 31 with snapshots
of alternative output styles for the reconfiguration
behavior menus. Finally, the on-demand interface re-
configuration option (see ‘‘Reconfigure now’’ option of
the top-left menu of Fig. 31) allows the user to have
effective control of ambient device use on-the-fly via the
powerful facility of dynamic style ranking. The current
dialogue configuration, with the style ranking styles and
configuration behavior preferences, can be saved per
application (see Fig. 32); the saved configurations are
automatically loaded upon application initiation.

6 Applications

This section briefly discusses two of the three applica-
tions developed with the Voyager development frame-
work in the context of the 2WEAR project. These two
applications were part of the ‘‘futuristic application

Fig. 30 Dialogue state transitions for Voyager applications
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environment’’ of the 2WEAR project, which constituted
the overall demonstrator with all devices, services, and
applications in the context of a dynamically composed
infrastructure.

6.1 Break Out game

The Break Out game is a variant of the famous ‘‘break
out’’ game developed in the early 1960s, known to be the
first ever action-based computer game. This game has
been chosen not only because of its simplicity, but also
because of its graphical stages that can be easily trans-
lated to textual alternatives. Its implementation as a
Voyager application has resulted in the delivery of a
dynamically reconfigurable UI, both for the main game
board and for the typical non-game dialogues. Recon-
figuration can take place automatically or on user de-
mand. Since the standard dialogue configuration
facilities encapsulated within all client applications’ UIs
have already been discussed, the following description
will focus on the dynamic features offered for the Break
Out game input and output control. In Fig. 33, snap-
shots of the alternative output configurations for the

game board are shown. The transition among such
configurations is either automatic (i.e., Voyager tries to
resume or optimize the dialogue) or manual (i.e., the
user updates the configuration preferences and requests
explicit reconfiguration). The game configuration dia-
logue allows the user to choose the most preferable input
and output game styles. In case the available ambient
devices allow multiple game styles, the user may easily
switch on-the-fly among the viable alternatives through
the dialogue illustrated in Fig. 34.

The run-time performance of the Break Out game has
been very slow, exclusively due to the severe run-time
overhead of wireless communication. To avoid buffer
overflows, explicit flow control had to be necessarily
injected within event posting (from input UI services)
and output requests (to output UI services). This flow
control introduced an important communication over-
head, which, however, still allows users to play the game
normally, since the animation speed of the game is
adapted dynamically to the total time necessary to dis-
play remotely and to receive the event-processing
acknowledgment. This communication overhead is,
naturally, expected to diminish as new generations of BT
chipsets are manufactured.

Fig. 31 The interactive style
ranking facility, and dialogue
reconfiguration behavior
control. As shown, the
configuration interface
component itself is also subject
to dynamic reconfiguration

Fig. 32 Sample configuration
file with user-defined ranking
for pairs of selector input and
output styles
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6.2 City Guide

The City Guide application allows the user to record and
visualize routes on a map in real time, to view the cur-
rent position, and to manipulate map landmarks. To
accomplish this behavior, the City Guide uses the fol-
lowing non-UI dynamically available services:

– GPS location service, offered by the MASC GPS
wearable device [15]

– Storage service, offering dynamically, file management
functions [14], which may run on a Linux iPAQ/lap-
top/desktop or a MASC module [15] with embedded
AOS [23]

The UI of the City Guide application has been
developed with Voyager (see Figs. 35 and 36), thus, it
supports dynamic configuration, as ambient devices are
engaged or disengaged on-the-fly by enabling either
automatic or on-demand reconfiguration. A map is
displayed on the presence of a graphic display UI

service, while routes, current user position, and land-
marks are indicated with graphic elements.

The remote map display engages communication
with flow control (as defined in the scripting protocol of
the graphics display UI service) to ensure that the buffer
limits of the recipient device are not trespassed. This
introduces a serious performance penalty, since, in the
performed tests, an image of 200 KB in JPEG encoding,
needed approximately 30 s to be fully transmitted. This
normally required an independent display thread to be
implemented. However, to make display refreshing fas-
ter than 30 s, it was necessary to separate the update of
the map image from the display of route graphic ele-
ments. The latter would only be possible for graphic
displays, which would differentiate the background im-
age from the displayed graphics. Then, one could set
initially a background image and then merely post re-
quests for drawing graphic elements, having the ability
to clear all elements if needed. Since this functionality
may not be supported by all displays, it had to be que-

Fig. 33 Alternative output
configurations for the Break
Out game board display; each
of those can be orthogonally
combined with alternative input
configurations. The o character
represents the ball, the
horizontally moving user
platform is shown with #####,
while the variable moving
platforms are rendered with the
* character

Fig. 34 The game I/O style
configuration dialogue. Once
the ‘‘Back to game’’ option is
chosen, Voyager will try to
activate the preferable pair of
input and output control styles
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ried on-the-fly as a property named ‘‘background im-
age.’’

We have implemented two software versions of the
graphic display UI service, only one of which could
support a persistent background image. Effectively,
when during interaction a graphic display without the
latter facility is used, routes with a recording interval
smaller than the display refresh time are not redisplayed
in real time, but always with a delay. This scenario
showed once more the importance, to the purpose of
optimal dialogue delivery, of making applications able
to query UI service capabilities on-the-fly, and to adapt
their functioning accordingly.

7 Discussion

The Voyager development framework constituted the
key software component of the 2WEAR project for the
implementation of the futuristic application environ-
ment. It has been developed in C++, following an
extreme programming approach [3], largely emphasizing

a test-first process with early GUI-based device simula-
tions, and an early TCP/IP implementation of the net-
working transport technology. The whole framework,
including remote UI services, local servers, UI service
programming library, dialogue object classes with de-
rived behaviors, and the style library reaches a total of
60 KLOCs (thousands of lines of code), while the three
applications of the futuristic application environment
required an extra total of 10 KLOCs (around
3.3 KLOCs per application, two of which are discussed
in this paper).

7.1 Demonstrator infrastructure

In Fig. 37, the overall demonstrator infrastructure,
composed of physical devices with their respective hos-
ted UI services, is shown. In this setup, a Linux laptop is
shown to encompass two different ambient devices,
namely the ‘‘HiFi’’ and the ‘‘Public’’ devices. As an
alternative, two separate laptops have also been em-
ployed, each running one of the devices, thus, realizing

Fig. 35 Snapshots of the City
Guide UI as rendered through
distributed UI services

Fig. 36 Alternative I/O
configurations employed at run
time for the Text Entry object
instance, used for supplying the
name of a user-created route in
the City Guide application
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actual physical separation. All communication among
those devices is based on BT; 3COMUSB BT cards have
been used for the laptops, and one Anycom PCMCIA
BT card for each iPAQ. The MASC wrist watch and
MASC PPU integrate the Ericsson BT ROK Modules
[15].

7.2 Network performance and robustness

From the very early tests with L2CAP/BT networking, it
became evident that the throughput was quite low,
putting some practical barriers on making particular
fancy real-time interaction scenarios (such as using the
graphics display for the Break Out game). Additionally,
due to buffer size limitations (the MASC PPU BT
incoming/outgoing buffer was limited to 630 bytes), all
communications protocols had to encapsulate buffer size
information and explicit flow control to forbid run-time
buffer overflows. This was reflected in implementing
typical consumer–producer synchronization scenarios:
once a recipient (i.e., the consumer) has processed an
incoming message, it had to notify the sender (i.e., the
producer) so that the latter can post another message.
For instance, while posting a text display buffer to the
MASC wrist watch, the sender has to wait for an ‘‘ack’’
before proceeding with another similar request. Natu-
rally, this type of synchronization introduced a consid-
erable performance penalty. However, it has resulted in
very robust and error-tolerant communication software.
The need for explicit flow-control management is not
inherent in the BT protocol, but is due to potential

buffer size limitations on the recipient device’s side. If
BT applications are not capable of accommodating
within their communication protocols such buffer
restrictions, buffer overflows cause incoming packets to
effectively overwrite previously received packets not yet
handled, resulting in largely unreliable and erroneous
communication. Since, in our case, the buffer size is
explicitly engaged in the protocol syntax definition as an
incoming parameter value, protocol instances employ
variant buffer sizes, adapting dynamically to the par-
ticular buffer size of each distinct communicated device.

One example in which flow control is provably criti-
cal is the Break Out game. When a ‘‘Keyboard’’ UI
service is used for input control, with each particular key
press, an appropriate event has to be posed to the Break
Out client running on the MASC PPU. This message
includes: 2 bytes of standard header (i.e., for the input
event), a string part scripting the event class (i.e., the
‘‘key’’) requiring 4 bytes, and a string part scripting the
event content (e.g., ‘‘left press’’) requiring 11/12 bytes in
case the left/right cursor key is pressed. Overall,
�16 bytes have to be transmitted to the MASC PPU per
key press. During run time, when a keyboard key is
continuously pressed, continuous key presses will be
posted from the ‘‘Keyboard’’ UI service, with a default
pace of 20 keys per second. In effect, if the user presses
the left or right cursor keys for about 2 s, �40 key
presses have to be transmitted, corresponding to
�640 bytes. Since this quantity surpasses the buffer size
of the MASC PPU, the only way to ensure that all
messages are safely received and processed is the intro-
duction of event processing flow control.

Fig. 37 The hardware and
software infrastructure of the
demonstrator, including all
ambient devices and hosted UI
services. The user carries the
MASC PPU, having the rest of
the physical devices placed in
disparate locations, and is able
to approach, collect, carry,
dispose, or move away from
those devices. The Voyager
focus application (running on
the MASC PPU) tries to
maintain optimal interaction
through such proximate devices
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7.3 Evaluation

The evaluation of the Voyager development framework
has been carried out along two lines: (a) evaluation and
validation as a software development environment,
requiring assessment of appropriateness, robustness,
and process improvement gains; (b) evaluation of the
dialogue efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction of the
developed applications involving end users. The meth-
odology, process, and the detailed results of this in-
depth evaluation process are reported in detail in [20],
which is available on-line.

7.4 Proximity and discovery issues

The fact that BT relies upon wireless short-range device
contact characterizes BT discovery as a primarily prox-
imity-based protocol. In this context, fine-tuning of BT
sensitivity can be performed so that only the devices
falling within a very close distance (e.g., less than a
meter) may become discoverable during the BT inquiry
scan phase. The latter can be performed either for de-
vices applying discovery (i.e., master devices, tuning the
range of discovered devices) or devices to be discovered
on the move (i.e., slave devices, tuning the desirable
discoverer range). For instance, this approach has been
applied in the fine-tuning of the MASC wrist watch to
ensure that discoverer devices are always closer than half
a meter—see [15]. This type of BT configuration is very
important since, in our envisaged scenario, the user: (a)
firstly identifies the presence of devices at their physical
positions, i.e., becomes aware and locates target devices;
(b) subsequently decides to approach the selected devices
for BT system discovery, network connection, and
interaction deployment.

The above proximity regulations ensure that all
ambient devices engaged for interaction are always close
to the end user, while the user is aware of their specific
physical locations prior to interaction. Despite the use-
fulness of this method, it is hard to exclude potential
undesirable scenarios in which a proximate device, al-
though engaged by the system, is either physically
inaccessible or outside the direct visual attention of the
user. In such cases, there are mainly two alternatives: (a)
the user does not intend to initiate interaction, and is not
aware that interaction-capable devices have been already
granted; or (b) the user intends to initiate interaction
with a different set of devices, thinking that, due to some
malfunction, not all of those devices could be contacted
and granted for use. In the former case, it is clear that
there is a need to allow the users to put the systems in
suspended mode, until they decide to re-enter the inter-
action discovery mode. In the latter case, it suffices to
enable users to manually iterate in all possible interface
configurations, retaining the one with the desirable set of
devices. Clearly, such facilities cannot be delivered from
within the dynamically changing UI, as they have to be
available even when interaction cannot be supported. A

suitable solution to address the above issues can be the
introduction of a ‘‘blue switch’’ on portable processing
units, which is used for such reserved operations as
follows:

– A single click enters or exits the shadow mode
– A double click activates the next plausible interface

configuration, only if the system is not in shadow
mode

From the user point of view, this facility allows the
unambiguous and easy disengagement from undesirable
system states. The ‘‘blue switch’’ idea is to be imple-
mented and tested in practice once it is introduced in the
new version of the MASC PPU [15].

Overall, BT has been adopted in the 2WEAR project
because of its capability to accommodate three key
desirable properties: (a) short-range and wireless net-
working; (b) proximity-based dynamic discovery with
the capability of range fine-tuning; (c) proximity-based
composition for ad hoc device clusters. For the early
versions of the Voyager system, discovery was simulated
over TCP/IP with the implementation of a discovery
server; once TCP/IP devices reported presence to this
server, they were considered as newly discovered devices.
Apart from early testing and simulation purposes, such a
TCP/IP-based infrastructure proved to be inadequate
and inappropriate to accommodate the previously
mentioned required properties for the actual realization
of the dynamic ambient interaction scenarios.

8 Conclusions and future work

The notion of disappearing computing reflects various
alternative scenarios and technical solutions, all comple-
mentarily contributing towards the goal of smoothly and
transparently integrating computing artifacts within the
physical environment. In this context, the work reported
in this paper has addressed a particular dimension of
disappearing computing, targeted at supporting ambient
interactions, i.e., interactions hosted by the environment
devices, during usermobility.More specifically, following
this scenario, the user carries a miniaturized pocket-size
portable processing unit (PPU), without any input/output
(I/O) modules, encompassing various user-chosen soft-
ware applications. Those applications are capable of
dynamically detecting the presence of devices within the
surrounding environment, and of using those on-the-fly,
so as to realize meaningful interaction with the user.

To effectively implement the latter scenario, there are
a number of key technical prerequisites: (a) presence of
wireless short-range networking technology (like Blue-
Tooth, BT); (b) ability to discover the presence of
ambient devices on the move; (c) an interoperability
framework among applications and devices, relying
upon the particular wireless transport technology; (d)
standard agreed communication protocols for querying
and controlling the services of ambient devices; (e)
programmer’s application programming interfaces
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(APIs) for dynamic user interface (UI) service control;
(f) delivery of ambient devices compliant with the par-
ticular interoperability and protocol requirements. The
Voyager development framework has been designed and
implemented to deliver the necessary specifications and
accompanying functionality for all those features, pro-
viding programming support in two layers: (a) lower
layer, which address ambient device discovery and reg-
istry, together with implemented APIs for remote UI
services, appropriately hiding all transport and protocol
details; (b) higher layer, which provides dialogue objects,
input and output styles, style ranking for preference
management, dialogue object focus control, and auto-
matic dialogue reconfiguration, hiding the lower-level
explicit UI service management.

The implementation of the Voyager framework has
been carried out in the context of the 2WEAR project
(see acknowledgments), and required a total of five
people years, in a three-year duration, including all
phases, starting from concept definition and early pro-
totyping, to application development and final inte-
grated system demonstrator, after various evaluation
iterations. In this context, the following implementations
have been carried out: embedded ambient device soft-
ware, devices with graphical user interface (GUI) ver-
sions of the input output units, embedding of software
and UI services in the MASC wrist watch, client appli-
cations and application management infrastructure, re-
mote querying and control facilities on top of L2CAP/
BT (logical link control and adaptation layer protocol/
BlueTooth), user facilities necessary for controlling all
dimensions of the dynamic interface experience, and
comprehensive programming libraries for application
development. To realize usable ambient interactions,
client applications provide dialogues with three catego-
ries of facilities (see Fig. 38):

– Application management dialogue, to allow users to
initiate, terminate, and switch focus to client appli-
cations

– Interactive Dialogue configuration, enabling users to
control all dynamic aspects, related to style ranking
and selection policy, discovery control, together with
on-demand reconfiguration

– Application specific dialogue, which concerns the par-
ticular dialogue features of each distinct application

A simple but very powerful dialogue style has been
chosen, supporting two key interactive behaviors,
namely, the Selector and the Text Entry dialogue object
classes. The software development evaluation [20] has
proved the significant gains in reducing the overall
implementation complexity of ambient applications
when the higher developed layer is adopted for client
application programming. However, the scope of this
particular dialogue style does not address all scenarios of
ambient devices. For instance, ambient devices offering
graphical interaction facilities, e.g., a windowing envi-
ronment analogy running on a large touch display,
cannot be effectively exploited through this program-
ming paradigm. In this context, an ambient device
offering a remote GUI I/O UI service is currently under
development. The GUI device and its UI service are
implemented in Java (so that it can be multi-platform),
while the UI service API on the Voyager side is imple-
mented in C++ (see Fig. 39).

The Control protocol of the GUI UI service is the
generic toolkit interfacing protocol (GTIP), defined in
[21], which allows remote access to GUI toolkit func-
tions, enabling the GUI API and the GUI server to be
physically separated and, possibly, implemented in dif-
ferent programming languages. Recent work in soft-
ware-programming abstractions for the collective
manipulation of large ambient surfaces [13] addresses a
different challenging perspective in the context of dis-
appearing computing. Such work could be potentially
combined with the results of Voyager in the sense that
the surface management server, hiding the surface de-
tails and offering the surface abstraction API, could be
packaged as a comprehensive multi-surface UI service
on top of the Voyager scripting Control protocol.

Overall, the idea of multiple wireless gadgets, either
positioned over the human body (i.e., local surrounding)
or within the environment (i.e., remote surrounding),
poses the challenge of dynamically distributed interface
elements. Even for mobile phones, which are currently
directed towards GUI-oriented interaction methods, the

Fig. 38 The three key dialogue categories of Voyager applications
Fig. 39 Macro architecture of the GUI UI service implementation
for the Voyager GUI ambient device
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concurrent use of ambient devices, such as keyboards,
headphones, graphic displays, touch pads, etc., open
new opportunities for higher-quality interactions. Cur-
rently, we are working on the development of more
ambient device prototypes (e.g., TV set, cash machine,
ATM, etc.) mainly with GUI simulations for I/O units,
additional UI services (e.g., cascading I/O menu, GUI
UI service, streaming audio output, etc.), and applica-
tions (e.g., personal agenda, Space Invaders game,
e-mail viewer, etc.).
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